Abstract-A general filtering method, called the singular value filter (SVF), is presented as a framework for principal component analysis (PCA) based filter design in medical ultrasound imaging. The SVF approach operates by projecting the original data onto a new set of bases determined from PCA using singular value decomposition (SVD). The shape of the SVF weighting function, which relates the singular value spectrum of the input data to the filtering coefficients assigned to each basis function, is designed in accordance with a signal model and statistical assumptions regarding the underlying source signals. In this paper, we applied SVF for the specific application of clutter artifact rejection in diagnostic ultrasound imaging. SVF was compared to a conventional PCA-based filtering technique, which we refer to as the blind source separation (BSS) method, as well as a simple frequency-based finite impulse response (FIR) filter used as a baseline for comparison. The performance of each filter was quantified in simulated lesion images as well as experimental cardiac ultrasound data. SVF was demonstrated in both simulation and experimental results, over a wide range of imaging conditions, to outperform the BSS and FIR filtering methods in terms of contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) and motion tracking performance. In experimental mouse heart data, SVF provided excellent artifact suppression with an average CNR improvement of 1.8 dB (P 0 05) with over 40% reduction (P 0 05) in displacement tracking error. It was further demonstrated from simulation and experimental results that SVF provided superior clutter rejection, as reflected in larger CNR values, when filtering was achieved using complex pulse-echo received data and non-binary filter coefficients.
tronic noise, reverberation artifact (i.e., multi-path reflections), sources of phase aberration, and signal from tissue structures in applications such as perfusion imaging, blood flow estimation, or targeted molecular imaging.
In the application of medical ultrasound, the prevalence of image artifact often provides motivation for the use of other more expensive modalities, such as CT or MRI despite the significant advantages of medical ultrasound that include superior temporal and spatial resolution with none of the risk arising from ionizing radiation. A particularly common and significant source of artifact in medical ultrasound, often referred to as "clutter," is typically caused by multi-path reverberation or off-axis scattering and appear as quasi-static regions of echo signal that obscure underlying dynamic tissue regions of interest [1] , [2] . Clutter artifacts can degrade image performance by reducing contrast or biasing functional image measurements such as myocardium strain in cardiac imaging or displacement estimation in blood flow imaging or elastography.
Clutter from multi-path reverberation occurs when the returning acoustic wave is reflected repeatedly between a reflective tissue structure and the ultrasound transducer face. In echocardiography, the sternum and rib cage are the predominant sources of multi-path reverberation artifacts due to their high reflectivity and proximity to the heart [3] . As a result of these artifacts, portions of the underlying myocardium are obscured by static artifactual reverberation signal, which can preclude accurate diagnosis of cardiac function through visual inspection of the imaging data or motion tracking techniques [4] [5] [6] . The presence of artifact signal is also detrimental to diagnoses that occur when the physician views the cardiac images absent of displacement and strain data as the actual cardiac tissue of interest is obscured. In order to overcome the presence of reverberation artifacts in echocardiography, tracking results are often compromised in corrupted regions of the heart. For example, previous methods used to mitigate image degradation from reverberation artifacts include interpolation from adjacent artifact-free regions of the heart [7] , or probabilistic modeling to infer heart motion in corrupted regions [8] . However, in the case of diseased hearts, abnormal myocardial motion cannot be interpolated using statistical assumptions and models, and it is therefore highly desirable to suppress image artifacts using filtering strategies so that accurate motion tracking measurements can be computed from the entire myocardium.
In medical ultrasound, filtering strategies for suppression of clutter, including reverberation artifacts, have traditionally involved the linear decomposition of received echo signals. The goal of this approach is to re-express the original data along a new coordinate system such that the clutter and signal of interest are separated along different bases. Filtering is then achieved by rejecting the bases describing clutter and retaining the bases describing the signal of interest. These methods can be classified based on the means by which the new bases are determined: a priori or adaptive. Perhaps the most common example of the a priori approach is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) whereby the bases are defined independent of the data as complex exponentials. DFT-based filtering (i.e., FIR or IIR filters) have been widely used for clutter rejection-especially in application to wall filtering in blood flow imaging [9] , [10] .
While widely used, DFT-based methods under perform when the frequency characteristics of the clutter and signal of interest overlap. Moreover, the clutter artifact and tissue signal characteristics often change dramatically through space and time due to changes in physiology and varied tissue structures. Thus, an adaptive framework for determining basis functions has been proposed with principal component analysis (PCA), also called the discrete Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT), being the most prevalent technique [2] , [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . In this method, the basis functions are determined adaptively from the covariance properties of the data. In addition to applications for clutter rejection in blood flow estimation [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , PCA-based techniques have been proposed for many additional applications in medical ultrasound including displacement estimation [18] [19] [20] , displacement profile filtering [14] , beamforming [21] , tissue characterization [22] , [23] , and classification of tissue response to acoustic radiation force [24] .
In this paper, a general framework for a new PCA-based filtering strategy is derived and applied to simulated and experimental ultrasound data in the context of suppressing clutter artifact. The filtering technique, referred to as the singular value filter (SVF), differs from previous PCA-based approaches by incorporating a weighting function that computes non-binary filter coefficients adaptively from information contained in the singular value spectrum. The performance of SVF, using our proposed weighting function for applications to clutter rejection, is then quantified in simulation across a wide range of imaging parameters, tissue motion characteristics, and clutter motion characteristics. Lastly, SVF is experimentally validated in mouse heart imaging, which is an environment where clutter artifact represents a dominant source of image performance degradation. In both simulation and experimental data, performance of SVF is compared against a simple high-pass FIR filtering technique and a recently suggested PCA-based strategy for clutter rejection [2] .
II. LINEAR SIGNAL DECOMPOSITION
The linear decomposition of an observed signal, such as an ensemble of ultrasound echo data, is based on the principle that the signal of interest can be decomposed into a weighted sum of mutually orthogonal basis functions. This process is often referred to as a basis transformation or a basis rotation. In many applications, the goal of signal decomposition is to identify underlying source signals for the purpose of analysis or filtering. The objective is then to estimate a new basis that accurately represents the underlying sources. A filtered output signal can then TABLE I  COMPARISON OF DFT-AND PCA-DERIVED BASIS FUNCTIONS be formed by retaining the projection of the original signal along a weighted subset of the new basis functions.
The basic principles of linear signal decomposition can be most easily described by first considering an observed signal, represented discretely as row vector (dim ), which can be decomposed into a weighted sum of orthonormal basis functions (1) where are weighting coefficients for each of orthonormal basis functions . Coefficients can be expressed as the dot product between the observed signal and each orthonormal basis vector (2) where is the conjugate transpose of . The basis functions can be any set of vectors provided that they are mutually orthonormal
The mutually orthonormal basis functions used for linear transformation of the data can be determined either a priori or adaptively from the signal itself. The DFT is an example of linear signal decomposition where basis functions are defined a priori such that are a set of complex exponentials of different frequencies. This method is efficacious in separating signal components when the underlying sources exhibit distinct frequency characteristics. However, in many applications, including ultrasound clutter filtering, the underlying source signals (e.g., clutter and desirable tissue signal) often overlap significantly in the frequency domain making source separation using the DFT unreliable. Thus, in many instances it is desirable to form the set of basis functions adaptively as arbitrary polynomials.
A common method for signal decomposition with adaptive basis selection is PCA. A comparison between basis functions found using the DFT and the PCA methods are illustrated in Table I . Using the PCA method, basis functions are computed as arbitrary polynomials and determined adaptively from the covariance statistics of the original data. Therefore, estimating basis function in PCA requires multiple observations.
To illustrate the PCA method, consider a matrix (dim ) with observations, (dim ), arranged as row vectors . . .
The PCA method for computing basis functions is based on the desire to find a new coordinate system that accounts for maximum variance in the data, or equivalently, the minimum mean squared error of approximation [25] [26] [27] .
Following the variance framework, a simpler and widely used approach to computing involves performing an eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) on the autocorrelation matrix, , of (5) where the matrix is a diagonal matrix with the th entry being the th eigenvalue . Eigenvalues are positive and real, and they are typically arranged in order of descending value such that . For each eigenvalue, there is an associated eigenvector, which is contained in the columns of . These eigenvectors correspond to the PCA basis functions .
The th associated eigenvalue is proportional to the amount of variance accounted for by the th eigenvector (6) Therefore, the first eigenvector explains the most variance in the data and is also associated with the eigenvalue that possesses the greatest value, .
An alternative method to EVD is to perform a singular value decomposition (SVD) on , which finds the PCA basis functions in and avoids computation of the autocorrelation matrix . The SVD of is (7) where columns of are the left singular vectors corresponding to the eigenvectors of and is a diagonal matrix of singular values with singular values arranged in order of descending value . The matrix is the same as in (5) (8) where is the filtered output signal with the same dimensions as . In many standard filtering approaches, the filter weightings are chosen a priori based on an assumption of the source signal of interest. In frequency-domain filtering using the DFT, when basis functions are composed of complex exponentials, weightings are assigned based on the assumed frequency composition of the source signals. In the application of clutter filtering, signal originating from the desired sources (e.g., blood or myocardium) are assumed to have higher frequency than the more static clutter signal, and therefore a high pass filter is typically used [9] , [10] . Similarly, in PCA-based filtering approaches, the weightings can be defined a priori based on the assumed relative amount of variance accounted for by the desired source signal. This procedure entails rejecting a set number of basis functions with the largest eigenvalues based on the assumption that clutter is more energetic than the underlying tissue [15] , [16] . While this a priori strategy for defining weighting coefficients parallels standard DFT filtering design, it is generally inadequate in PCAbased methods since PCA basis functions are not known a priori as in the DFT. As a result of adaptively determining the basis functions, the same weighting coefficients at different spatial locations in the image have the potential to filter different source signals. For example, in regions of the ultrasound image where no clutter is present, rejection of the first PCA basis functions will have the unwanted affect of attenuating the desirable source signal of interest (e.g., tissue or blood).
Due to these limitations, different strategies have been proposed for adaptively determining the weighting coefficients. These can be categorized into frequency-based, singular value-based, and manual observation-based methods. Manual observation strategies generally have involved computing one set of basis functions for the entire ultrasound image, inspecting these basis functions, and then setting based on the user's interpretation of these basis functions [2] , [14] . While adaptive, this strategy is limited in its inability to be applied in real-time. Moreover, determining a new set of PCA basis functions for every spatial location of the image, instead of a single set of basis functions for the entire image, is advantageous as observations in better approximate stationarity and basis functions can better adapt to local spatial variations in the ultrasound image.
In the frequency-based approach proposed by Yu and Lovstakken [12] , weighting coefficients are determined adaptively from the frequency content of the individual PCA basis functions. The mean frequencies of each basis function are computed using the lag-one autocorrelation estimation, and basis functions are rejected when their mean frequencies are within the assumed bandwidth of clutter. Yu and Lovstakken [12] have also examined adaptive weightings based on the spectrum of eigenvalues (square of singular values). Techniques investigated include thresholding based on a predefined eigenvalue level or thresholding the eigenvalue differences or ratios. However, it was concluded from these studies that the eigenvalue-based algorithms did not provide consistent results.
In this paper, we demonstrate that it is possible to achieve consistent filtering results when weighting coefficients are determined adaptively from the singular values, but superior performance is achieved only when filter coefficients are non-binary and determined as a function of the singular value spectrum of complex echo data. In all current literature on PCAbased filtering in medical ultrasound of which the authors are aware, weightings are restricted to binary numbers such that each basis function is either completely rejected or completely retained
. In contrast, we present a general SVF framework for PCA-based filtering that incorporates a weighting function constructed from statistical assumptions and a signal model, which computes non-binary from the singular value spectrum. Non-binary filter coefficients are demonstrated to achieve consistent and superior filtering results as they effectively eliminate the undesirable signal component of interest (i.e., clutter) while avoiding block artifacts that arise from strict thresholding. This technique is shown to achieve superior image quality in terms of image contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) over strict thresholding of basis functions (i.e., binary 's).
IV. SINGULAR VALUE FILTER
The singular value filter operates by decomposing the signal along the PCA basis functions as computed from its SVD. Filtering is then applied by assigning weights to the basis functions to achieve the filtered output as expressed in (8) . A block diagram of the singular value filter is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The singular value filter is a PCA-based regression filter where , and therefore are complex, and filter coefficients are adaptively determined as a function of the singular value spectrum of (9) While SVF is referred to as a general filtering approach, which can be applied to a variety of applications, the remaining discussion takes place in the context of clutter artifact rejection in medical ultrasound. In this application, a new matrix is formed for every ultrasound echo sample where the entry of row vector is the sample of interest. The row vector is an ensemble of echo data surrounding the sample of interest and collected through "slow-time" or frame number. The term "slow-time" indicates sampling across successive frame captures for the same pixel location in the image whereas "fast-time" indicates the sampling rate for a single A-line. Fast and slow-time dimensions are indicated in Fig. 2(b) . As a result of the orientation of , the resulting basis functions represent principal directions through the slow-time dimension, which contains information about the motion characteristics of the underlying acoustic targets. The additional row entries in matrix , vectors , are formed by taking the ensembles adjacent to in the axial dimension. By forming from ensembles in close proximity to one another, an assumption of statistical stationarity is more accurate. The size of , which is referred to as the PCA kernel length, is typically chosen on the order of several periods of the center frequency. As demonstrated in later sections, a trade-off exists in choosing to be large as to achieve estimates of with low variability but small in order to avoid bias in that may result from not meeting the stationarity assumption.
Frames of echo data are filtered using SVF by compiling the resulting filter outputs achieved when each echo sample in the set of image frames is used as the sample of interest. In this way, every echo sample in the data set is assigned a new set of PCA basis functions, singular values, weighting coefficients, and filtered output resulting from (8) , which are all adaptive to the local statistical characteristics of the data. The manner by which is formed from frames of echo data is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 also demonstrates the manner by which the singular value spectra contain information relevant to the statistical characteristics of the signal . From singular spectrum analysis (SSA), the dimensionality of the data is a function of number of singular values above the singular spectrum noise floor [28] , or alternatively the "flatness" of the singular value spectrum. In the top image of Fig. 2(b) , signal matrix represents simulated echo data that contains low dimensionality, which is revealed in the corresponding singular spectrum [top plot of Fig. 2 (c)] with a high ratio of the first singular value normalized by the matrix trace of , which is equivalent to the sum of all the singular values. This value is denoted by . In our applications, low dimensionality is often observed in instances of static tissue or clutter artifacts that originate from static tissue, such as rib bones or vessel wall. The value decreases, and the overall flatness of the spectrum increases, with increased dimensionality of . High dimensionality in an ensemble of echo data in medical ultrasound can occur when echoes are observed from regions of tissue with complex motion and decorrelation [middle plots of The singular value spectra illustrated in Fig. 2 (c) are all derived from simulated complex echo data. The significance of complex echo data to inform weighting coefficients in SVF is illustrated in Fig. 3 . When is composed of real echo data, periodic trends (such as those that result from displacement of underlying acoustic targets) are revealed as "pairings" between and random noise (bottom) are illustrated. The corresponding singular value spectra from each of the three examples of X are illustrated in (c). As illustrated, the singular value spectra flatten with increasing motion complexity, and thus statistical dimensionality, in X. Table II. two consecutive singular values. Pairing is detected when consecutive singular values (e.g., and ) possess similar values and the associated basis functions (e.g., and ) describe highly overlapping frequency content [22] , [23] . Since from complex data is monotonic with decorrelation and axial displacement, this parameter is much better suited for characterization of the motion characteristics of . In contrast to other common PCA-based filtering approaches for adaptively computing filter coefficients, such as thresholding singular values or thresholding singular values normalized by the maximum, the values are a reflection of the statistical dimensionality of the data. Thus, using
as the values to dictate filtering coefficients through a weighting function is essential to the efficacy of SVF as it allows for a means to detect regions of clutter artifact (which generally exhibit low dimensionality) with high specificity. Significantly, this results in good artifact rejection as attenuation of signal components is specific to the artifact components only and desirable tissue signal is consistently retained.
Filter design in SVF involves construction of a weighting function that relates the singular value spectrum to the weighting coefficients. This weighting function is dictated by the signal model and assumptions concerning the imaging environment as indicated in the block diagram in Fig. 1 . For the application of ultrasound clutter rejection, the signal model for the observed ensemble of echo data is (10) where , and are source signals of the same dimensions as , and represent echoes from desirable tissue, clutter artifact, and white noise, respectively. The first assumption used to construct the weighting function for clutter rejection is that clutter artifact is the dominant signal component. Significantly, this assumption means that attenuation of the first basis functions, describing the largest amount of variability in , is desired in regions of artifact. Stated differently, attenuation of basis functions with the largest singular values is only desired when the ratio of clutter energy to desirable tissue energy is greater than 0 dB. The second assumption is that echoes from clutter artifact are more static, meaning that possess lower dimensionality, than echoes from desirable signal of interest. This assumption indicates that when is located in regions of clutter, then will be higher than when is located in regions of desirable tissue signal. Together, the signal model and assumptions indicate that the weighting function used in SVF for clutter suppression should retain all basis functions when is dominated by desirable tissue and attenuate basis functions associated with the largest singular values when is dominated by clutter. Using the principle illustrated in Fig. 3 , is used as a measure of motion complexity, and thus a measure of the likelihood that is taken from a region of clutter versus tissue. Although many different weighting functions can be constructed in accordance with our signal model and assumptions, we used a modified sigmoidal function to determine the weighting coefficients (11) where and are weighting function parameters that adjust the cutoff threshold and weighting function roll-off, respectively. Fig. 4 illustrates for several different values of . As displayed in Fig. 4, as flattens, indicating that all basis functions are retained at the same level and no filtering is achieved. At the other limit as , filtering is achieved through strict thresholding where are binary. In this instance, basis functions are rejected if their associated singular values have a value above threshold and retained if is below the threshold. As we demonstrate in simulation and experimental results, the value of in terms of achieving maximum image CNR is in between the two extremes.
V. METHODS

A. The Effects of SVF Weighting Function Parameters, Echo Correlation, Axial Shift, Clutter-to-Tissue Ratio, Electronic SNR, Ensemble Length, and SVF Kernel Length on Clutter Artifact Suppression
A simulation framework was constructed in FIELD II [29] using MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) to quantify the performance of SVF for rejecting clutter artifact and improving image CNR. Using the function in FIELD II, ultrasound ensembles were simulated from a hypoechoic lesion with diameter of approximately 0.5 cm and a ratio of lesion-to-background mean scatterer amplitudes of dB. Echo data was collected across a 20 mm 10 mm spatial extent to enable reconstruction of ultrasound images for CNR calculations.
A separate set of echoes, simulated across the same spatial extent as the hypoechoic lesion echoes, were simulated from TABLE II DEFAULT SIMULATION PARAMETERS a 0.3 mm 3.5 mm region of clutter artifact scatterers. These scatterers were located at the center of the hypoechoic lesion and possessed reflection amplitudes approximately 20 dB above the lesion. Hypoechoic lesion scatterers and clutter artifact scatterers were assigned different degrees of axial motion and decorrelation through the slow-time dimension. The final set of echo data over which SVF operated, was achieved by summing the echoes from the hypoechoic lesion and from the simulated clutter artifact. Axial shifts were achieved by first oversampling echoes at 400 MHz and then downsampling at 40 MHz starting with the sample that achieves the desired subsample shift. Echo decorrelation was achieved using the Cholesky factorization method, which simulates echo decorrelation from out-of-beam motion [18] . The default simulation parameters are listed in Table II. The SVF technique was compared to two additional methods, which have been proposed for clutter rejection, and compared quantitatively in terms of CNR, by Lediju et al. [2] . The first is an FIR clutter rejection filter with coefficients [
]. This technique represents the most basic form of high-pass filtering and amounts to frame subtraction. The second approach is a conventional PCA-based clutter filtering method, which is referred to in Lediju et al. [2] as the blind source separation (BSS) method. In contrast to SVF, the BSS method operates on real echo data, uses a single set of PCA basis functions per image frame, and performs the filtering calculation using binary filter coefficients. PCA basis functions retained for filtering in the BSS approach were chosen such that the highest CNR measurement was produced in simulation. This strategy typically resulted in the rejection of the first PCA basis function. CNR for each of the three techniques was computed using the following expression: (12) where and are the mean envelop-detected quantities in regions inside and outside the hypoechoic lesion respectively and is standard deviation outside the lesion. An example hypoechoic lesion image is illustrated in Fig. 5 , with the white box indicating the region of interest inside the lesion and black boxes indicating regions of interest outside the lesion. 
B. Effect of SVF on Mouse Heart Image CNR and Speckle Tracking Performance
SVF was validated experimentally using in vivo mouse heart data. Frames of echo data from the left ventricle short-axis of the mouse heart were acquired using a Vevo 2100 (VisualSonics, Toronto, Canada) scanner operating at 30 MHz. In these experiments, clutter artifact was present due to multi-path reverberations from physiological structures superficial to the mouse heart, such as the mouse sternum. Data were processed for clutter rejection and displacement estimation over one full mouse heart cycle starting from end-diastole, which corresponded to approximately 30-40 image frames. The data was acquired in in-phase and quadrature (IQ) format directly from the Vevo 2100 and processed offline with custom MATLAB software. A total of eight data sets were acquired for these experiments from four different mice. Data sets from the same mouse were taken from different locations of the mouse heart such that speckle and artifact realizations were approximately independent.
Speckle tracking was performed on the envelop-detected echo data before and after clutter artifact filtering using a 2D normalized cross correlation with parabolic-based sub-pixel fitting method. Tracking kernel windows were approximately 0.6 mm 0.6 mm with 70% overlap. A correlation filter was used as in Patil et al. [30] where displacement estimates with correlation coefficients less than 0.5 were replaced by the median displacement from the surrounding 5 5 pixel region. All displacements were then filtered using a 5 5 pixel spatial median filter. Tracking performance was quantified in terms of mean displacement and displacement SNR in approximately 1/8 sections of myocardium classified as "artifact region" or "normal region" indicating regions of myocardium where artifact was present or absent. Displacement SNR was quan- Fig. 6 . Example ROI from left ventricle short-axis mouse heart images for (a) CNR and (b) displacement performance quantification. In both cases, the left-most ROI corresponds to a region of artifact while the right-most ROI corresponds to a region of normal tissue.
tified as the ratio of mean displacement to standard deviation of displacements. Both CNR and displacement metrics were quantified at end-systole. The regions of interest (ROI) for CNR calculations and displacement quantification are illustrated in Fig. 6(a) and (b) , respectively.
C. The Effect of SVF on Mouse Heart Speckle Tracking Error
In Section V-B, we described methods to quantify tracking performance from cardiac imaging data when artifacts originated from sternum-derived multi-path reverberations. However, these methods do not allow for quantification of motion estimation bias, or "tracking error," due to a lack of a known true value. Thus, additional experiments were designed with the goal of providing an internal "gold standard" measurement by which motion estimation tracking error could be found.
In these experiments, a lead solder wire was placed externally to the mouse between the skin and transducer surface. This process created multi-path clutter artifacts in the resulting ultrasound images that were subjectively similar to the artifacts that occur in a diagnostic imaging environment. IQ data over a full heart cycle was acquired with the wire, and this data was considered the "artifact-induced" data set. Next, the wire was removed from underneath the transducer without moving the transducer with respect to the mouse heart. A full heart cycle was then acquired without the wire present and thus without artifacts obscuring the myocardium. This data set was considered the "artifact-removed" data set. The tracked displacements when the artifact was removed were considered the "true displacements" by which we compared the displacements computed from the artifact-induced data sets in order to further quantify clutter rejection performance. The tracked displacements from regions of artifact in the artifact-induced data set were identified from approximately 1/8 regions of the myocardium as in Section V-B. The same section was identified in the artifact-removed data set and displacement vectors at end-systole were used to compute a mean displacement error % Table II. where is the number of displacement vectors in the ROI, are the displacement vectors derived from tracking of the unfiltered echo data in the artifact-induced data set or the filtered data (from SVF, BSS, or FIR) in either the artifact-induced or artifact-removed data sets, and are the displacement vectors derived from tracking of the unfiltered echo data in the artifact-removed data set. Fig. 7 illustrates the mean CNR computed when SVF operated on complex and real echo data for different values of the weighting function roll-off parameter. Simulated images after SVF for at 0, 20, and 1000 are illustrated in Fig. 8(a)-(c) . As described in (11), at , no filtering occurs. At the other limit, when tends toward infinity, strict thresholding (e.g., binary filter coefficients) is achieved.
VI. RESULTS
A. The Effects of SVF Weighting Function Parameters, Echo Correlation, Axial Shift, Clutter-to-Tissue Ratio, Electronic SNR, Ensemble Length, and SVF Kernel Length on Clutter Artifact Suppression
Performance of SVF operating on real and complex echo data along with FIR and BSS clutter rejection strategies are quantified in terms of CNR in Fig. 9(a) for varied levels of background echo correlation and Fig. 9(b) for varied levels of background axial motion. The clutter echo correlation and axial shift were held constant at the default simulation values described in Table II . For reference, mean CNR in the absence of clutter artifact is indicated in the dashed line and labeled as "perfect filtering." The solid line indicates the other extreme where no filtering is conducted. Symbols represent mean CNR while error bars represent standard deviation over 100 trials. Further quanitification of clutter suppression performance is displayed in Fig. 10 over varied levels of (a) electronic SNR, (b) clutter-tonoise ratio, (c) ensemble length, and (d) kernel length. Table II .
B. The Effect of SVF on Mouse Heart Image CNR and Speckle Tracking Performance
Mean CNR over 8 short-axis mouse heart data sets as a function of ensemble length, weighting function roll-off parameter , and weighting function threshold parameter are illustrated in Fig. 11 . The combination of these parameters yielding the highest mean CNR was found at ensemble length of 15 A-lines, roll-off parameter at 25, and threshold parameter at 0.3. All further SVF processing of mouse heart data was performed using these values. In Fig. 12 , three example images are illustrated before filtering is performed (left column) and after filtering with SVF (right column). Red circles in the unfiltered images indicate regions of clutter artifact. Fig. 13 illustrates the mean CNR improvement of the SVF, BSS, and FIR filtering methods in comparison to the unfiltered data. Error bars represent standard deviation. The symbol above the SVF error bar represents statistical significance from a one-sample two-tailed t-test. In Fig. 14 , an example short-axis mouse heart image at endsystole with arrows indicating tracked displacements are illustrated before and after SVF. The green arrows in the top images indicate displacements accumulated from end-diastole to end-systole using a conventional 2D normalized cross-correlation with parabolic fitting strategy. The same displacement information is illustrated on bottom for displacement magnitude around the short-axis myocardium.
A supplementary video clip corresponding to ultrasound B-mode images and displacement vectors in Fig. 14 is included with this paper and is available for download at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org. The video displays imaging over a full heart cycle before and after filtering with SVF.
Displacement tracking performance was quantified over eight data sets in terms of percent increase in displacement estimates and displacement SNR improvement for both artifact and normal regions of the myocardium. Fig. 15 illustrates a summary of results with displacement estimate gain for artifact region [ Fig. 15(a) ] and normal region [ Fig. 15(b) ] of the myocardium as well as displacement SNR gain for artifact [ Fig. 15(c) ] and normal region [ Fig. 15(d)] . P values using a one-sample two-tailed t-test were considered significant.
C. The Effect of SVF on Mouse Heart Speckle Tracking Error
Artifacts were induced using a wire over nine mouse heart data sets to quantify tracking error as expressed in (13) . Fig. 16 illustrates a summary of results. Tracking error was quantified for unfiltered, SVF, BSS, and FIR when artifact was induced [ Fig. 16(a) ] and SVF, BSS, FIR after artifact was removed [ Fig. 16(b) ]. Displacement estimates from unfiltered echo data when the artifact was removed were considered the "true" displacements. Thus, error was considered to be zero and results for this instance are not illustrated in Fig. 16(b) . P values using a two-sample two-tailed t-test were considered significant. Statistical significance was observed between SVF Fig. 13 . Mean CNR gain for the SVF, BSS, and FIR clutter filtering techniques over the unfiltered data. Error bars represent standard deviation over eight data sets. Statistical significance ( P < 0:05) was determined using a one-sample two-tailed t-test against the hypothesis of a zero mean. Fig. 14 . B-mode images (top) for when echo data is (a) unfiltered and (b) filtered using SVF. Images are overlaid with green arrows indicated tracked displacement from end-diastole to end-systole. Displacement magnitude maps (bottom) resulting from tracked displacement when echo data is (a) unfiltered and (b) filtered using SVF. A supplemental video clip of the corresponding ultrasound B-mode data and displacement vectors is included with this paper. The video displays imaging over a full heart cycle before and after filtering with SVF and is available for download at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.
and unfiltered displacement error in the artifact-induced experiments [ Fig. 16(a) ] and between SVF and FIR along with SVF and BSS in the artifact-removed experiments [ Fig. 16(b) ]. Fig. 6(b) . Statistical significance ( P < 0:05) was determined using a one-sample two-tailed t-test against the hypothesis of a zero mean. Fig. 16 . Mean displacement estimation error when (a) artifact was induced in the data and (b) artifact was removed. Error bars represent standard deviation over nine data sets. Statistical significance ( P < 0:05) was determined using a two-sample two-tailed t-test against the hypothesis that the two samples have equal means. Significance was observed in (a) between displacement errors derived from SVF and unfiltered echo data. In (b) significance was observed between SVF and FIR as well as SVF and BSS.
VII. DISCUSSION
A. The Singular Value Filter
We have introduced a new PCA-based signal separation framework whereby basis functions and filter coefficients are determined adaptively from the singular vectors and singular values of local regions of echo data. Fig. 1 illustrates a block diagram of our proposed signal separation framework, which we have termed the singular value filter (SVF). The primary advances to PCA-based signal separation presented in this paper include: 1) the presentation of a general approach for adaptive PCA-based filter design, 2) demonstration of the significance of adaptively defining filter coefficients using the normalized singular spectrum, , of complex echo data, and 3) demonstration of the significance of non-binary filter weightings determined adaptively from the singular value spectrum. SVF was then demonstrated in application to clutter artifact, a significant source of image degradation in medical ultrasound. The SVF method presented in this paper is a general approach to PCA-based filtering, which involves the design of a weighting function from a signal model and statistical assumptions regarding the respective source signals. While the SVF technique was validated experimentally in an in vivo mouse cardiac imaging environment, the same filtering scheme is directly transferable to human cardiac imaging where clutter is generally derived from the same source (i.e., rib and sternum) and possesses the same statistical assumptions of greater energy with less motion complexity than underlying cardiac tissue. As anticipated and discussed further below, imaging parameters such as frame rate may effect relative frame-to-frame motion properties of the respective source signals, but this change in imaging conditions will effect optimal filter parameters (e.g., and values) and not the generalized shape of the weighting function. Moreover, the general SVF approach for adaptive PCAbased filtering design can be extended to many different applications beyond clutter filtering in medical ultrasound and filtering can be tuned to the specific application through adjustments to the shape of the weighting function. For example, the inverse of (11) would be ideal in applications where the desirable source signal exhibits the lowest motion complexity, such as in isolating rather than rejecting clutter artifact or stationary tissue signal. Likewise, the weighting function can be easily designed after commonly used filter window functions such as the Gaussian, hamming, or hann window. This strategy may be ideal in applications where the desirable source signal exhibits moderate motion complexity. Another extension of the SVF design strategy would include multiple weighting functions, with each weighting function assigned to a different basis. This may be a particularly useful strategy in applications with a more complex mix of source signals. Finally, a more advanced SVF approach for determination of weighting functions would involve determination of filter coefficients for each basis by minimization or maximization of a cost function. The most straightforward approach consists of finding the coefficients that maximized CNR or minimize displacement error. While this approach may provide superior results, this would come at the expense of an increased computation time.
In addition to the general SVF framework, there are two additional significant insights provided in this paper, which account for enhanced PCA-based filtering performance. The first insight is the significance of adaptively defining filter coefficients using the normalized singular spectrum, , of complex echo data. The significance of this parameter is most clearly demonstrated in Fig. 3 where it is illustrated that normalized singular values are monotonic with motion only when derived from complex echo data. Because the parameter is a good measure of the motion characteristics of the underlying data, it can effectively delineate regions containing desirable or undesirable signal components and assign appropriate filter coefficient through the predefined weighting function. The second key insight is the superior performance using PCA-based filtering when filtering coefficients are non-binary. In most applications of PCA-based signal separation of which the authors are aware, filtering is achieved with strict thresholding of basis functions such that signal along these bases are either completely rejected or retained [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , [21] , [24] . In this paper, we have demonstrated that superior performance can be achieved through a different mechanism. Instead of strict thresholding, non-binary coefficients via the weighting function in (11) were shown to result in significantly improved image quality as reflected by higher CNR values. The weighting function used in this paper was constructed such that strict thresholding occurred the weighting function roll-off . An example of image degradation from strict thresholding basis functions is illustrated in Fig. 8(c) . While the clutter artifact in the middle of the lesion [illustrated in Fig. 8(a) ] is adequately suppressed, artifacts are visible in the surrounding background regions of the image. In contrast, a lower , and thus non-binary filter coefficients, result in good artifact suppression without image degradation in background regions of the image. This effect is reflected in Fig. 7 where CNR is optimized for of 25 and performance diminished as . In agreement with simulation results, the peak mean CNR was achieved in mouse heart experiments with an value of 25 as illustrated in Fig. 11 .
B. SVF Performance for Clutter Suppression in Medical Ultrasound
Simulation and experimental results were provided in order to quantify the performance of the proposed SVF strategy for rejection of clutter artifact in medical ultrasound. For reference, the SVF technique was compared to a simple high-pass FIR filter and a recently proposed PCA-based strategy (BSS method) [2] . Both simulation and experimental data demonstrate superior performance of the SVF approach across a wide range of simulated imaging conditions and across a total of 17 mouse heart data sets.
Several trends may be observed from the CNR simulation results in Figs. 9 and 10. First, absolute performance of SVF diminished as the motion characteristics of the background scatterers approached the motion characteristics of the simulated clutter artifact. This is easily observed in Fig. 9(a) and (b) where the mean CNR of the SVF operating on complex echo data decreased with increasing echo correlation in Fig. 9 (a) and decreasing echo shift in Fig. 9(b) . The decrease in CNR is due to diminished ability to identify regions of clutter from background scatterers using the normalized singular value spectrum. Results in Fig. 10 demonstrated a decrease in SVF performance with decreased electronic SNR, increased clutter-to-tissue ratio, and with larger ensemble lengths and kernel windows. In Fig. 10(d) a maximum CNR was achieved between kernel lengths of approximately 2 and 4 periods. This point of best performance occurs due to a trade-off in the dimension of matrix where larger provide estimates of PCA basis functions, with low variance, but small in order to avoid bias in estimates from not meeting stationarity assumptions. There are limitations to the simplified clutter simulation framework used in this paper, which should be recognized when assessing the results in Figs. 9-10 . The simulations are not constructed to model the physics of multi-path reverberations from bright specular reflectors. Rather, the simulations are simplified to model only the manifestation of reverberations, which is a superposition of a clutter and underlying tissue component. Likewise, the geometry of the simulated acoustic scatterers is not intended to model human physiology and clutter is placed at the center of the lesion for convenience. Thus, the absolute results of the simulations may not directly translate to in vivo cardiac imaging. Instead, the primary value of the simulation study is to illustrate trends in SVF performance when SVF is constructed to attenuate a clutter signal component from a superposition of clutter and tissue components over a wide range of imaging and signal properties and conditions.
Experimental mouse heart data results demonstrated excellent suppression of clutter artifact using the proposed SVF strategy. In experiments where artifact occurred due to sternum multi-path reverberations (i.e., the non-induced experiments), SVF was demonstrated to provide an average CNR gain of 1.8 dB as reported in Fig. 13 . This result was statistically significant at while statistical significance was not demonstrated for either FIR or BSS methods. The average CNR improvement after FIR and BSS was measured at 0.78 dB and 0.73 dB, respectively. The similar performance of the two methods in terms of CNR agrees well with previously published results for both FIR and BSS techniques where imaging was performed in bladder phantom, in vivo bladder, and in vivo gall bladder environments [2] .
After filtering with BSS, FIR, or SVF, 2D speckle tracking was performed on the resulting envelop detected data using a normalized cross-correlation with parabolic sub-sample fitting.
Figs. 12 and 14 illustrate example results before and after filtering using SVF. The region of sternum artifact is clearly visible on the left region of myocardium in Fig. 14(a), (top) . As a result of the strong clutter artifact, the displacements were estimated from the clutter artifact rather than the underlying tissue. This is shown with the overlying green arrows in Fig. 14(a) , (top) and the displacement magnitude map in Fig. 14(a) , (bottom) where displacement in the artifact region is near zero. Following signal separation with SVF, the artifacts were clearly reduced or eliminated in the B-mode image from Fig. 14(b) , (top) and displacements were therefore estimated from the myocardium rather than the clutter. Significant increases in displacement measured in the artifact regions are observed from the length of the green arrows in Fig. 14(b) , (top) versus Fig. 14(a) , (top) and in the displacement magnitude maps in Fig. 14(b) , (bottom) versus Fig. 14(a), (bottom) .
The displacement tracking performance of SVF, BSS, and FIR were quantified in terms of measured increase in displacement estimates and increase in displacement SNR. These results are summarized in Fig. 15 over eight mouse heart data sets for both artifact and normal regions of the mouse heart. Results in Fig. 15(a) demonstrate a statistically significant increase in displacement measured with both the SVF and FIR methods in artifact regions. However, displacement estimates were shown to decrease on average with the FIR method in normal regions as displayed in Fig. 15(b) , while measured displacement changes from SVF and BSS in the normal region are much closer to zero on average. Similar trends are observed in Fig. 15(c) and (d) where statistical significance is demonstrated for all three methods in improved displacement SNR for artifact regions but an average decrease in displacement SNR for the FIR and BSS method in normal regions of the myocardium. These results indicate that the SVF, FIR, and BSS filtering methods yield improved tracking in regions of artifact. However, these methods also corrupt normal regions of tissue with SVF corrupting normal regions of tissue the least as reflected in a near-zero change in displacement estimate and smaller standard deviation relative to FIR and BSS.
Additional mouse heart experiments were performed with the goal of quantitatively assessing the displacement tracking error for each filtering method. Therefore, experiments were designed where a removable artifact was induced with a lead wire. Data were acquired over one heart cycle with the artifact induced, and then another heart cycle was acquired after the wire, and thus the artifact, was removed without moving the ultrasound transducer with respect to the mouse. Tracking error was quantified using the expression in (13) where the "true" displacement vectors were defined as the vectors resulting from speckle tracking of unfiltered, envelop-detected echo data in the artifact-removed data set. Results in Fig. 16 (a) demonstrate a decrease in displacement error by an average of approximately 40% over the unfiltered data when applying SVF. The SVF technique was the only method that demonstrated statistical significance. Fig. 16(b) shows similar trends to Fig. 15(b) and (d) where SVF demonstrates a much lower effect on regions of the myocardium void of artifact than the FIR and BSS methods. The mean estimated displacement error from SVF in normal regions of the myocardium was shown to be lower, with statistical significance, than both FIR and BSS methods.
Frame rate is an additional imaging parameter that affects SVF performance. Fig. 9 demonstrates the effects of frame rate in simulation where CNR is quantified in terms of echo correlation and axial shift. In the simulation environment, higher echo correlation and lower axial shift values correspond to higher frame rates. Results indicate that SVF provides consistent performance over the entire range illustrated in these simulations. As discussed above, the parameter affecting performance to the greatest extent is the difference in motion characteristics between tissue and artifact. As motion characteristics between tissue and artifact regions become more similar, SVF performance deteriorates. The absolute correlation and shift values, or equivalently the absolute frame rate given the same underlying motion, has the predominant effect of changing the SVF cutoff parameter used to achieve best performance as quantified by CNR or displacement estimation performance metrics. In experimental mouse heart imaging data, the frame rate was approximately 30-40 frames per heart cycle, and peak mean CNR was achieved with threshold parameter of 0.3 as illustrated in Fig. 11 . As heart rate increases, or frame rate decreases, echo correlation between successive A-lines decreases, and thus, as demonstrated in Fig. 3 , the normalized singular value parameter, for image regions of both tissue and artifact will also decrease. The result is a subsequent decrease in the parameter used to achieve the best performance, which was observed in simulation. While adaptively adjusting the SVF cutoff parameter for imaging data sets individually, as to adjust for heart rate effects, may provide improvements in filtering performance, this step was not required to achieve good performance. As the results from this paper demonstrate, the SVF cutoff value of 0.3 was used over a wide range of frames per heart cycle (between 30-40) and provided good filtering performance, which indicates that SVF weighting function parameters are robust to frame rate and related imaging parameters and conditions (e.g., heart rate and tissue motion).
The efficacy of the SVF technique, using the weighting function implemented in this paper, is based on the use of normalized singular spectra, , to delineate regions of clutter and tissue from regions of tissue alone. Moreover, was used in the weighting function to determine filter coefficients assigned to each PCA basis with the goal of removing the clutter component in regions of clutter and tissue. This use of is effective as a result of the differences in motion characteristics between clutter and cardiac tissue. Based on observation, in a diagnostic imaging environment, clutter is most often derived from ribs or other anatomy that exhibits less motion than cardiac tissue. This observation is the basis of our assumptions used to construct the weighting function. However, it is conceivable that clutter can also arise from the cardiac tissue itself. In this instance, as well as in additional applications where the undesirable and desirable components possess equivalent motion characteristics, the SVF technique as implemented in this paper is expected to be ineffective.
VIII. CONCLUSION
A new signal processing technique, referred to as the singular value filter (SVF), has been presented for PCA-based signal separation in medical ultrasound. Significantly, we have demonstrated the importance of complex data and non-binary filter coefficients on the performance of this method in application to ultrasound clutter artifact rejection. Moreover, we have provided a framework for SVF filter design, which involves the use of a signal model and statistical assumptions concerning the respective source signals in order to achieve filtering with both basis functions and filter coefficients determined adaptively from the input data. The singular value spectrum from complex echo data was demonstrated to provide good identification of local regions of clutter artifact and therefore an efficacious means to adaptively determination of filter coefficients via the weighting function. In simulations of a hypoechoic lesion, SVF was shown to possess excellent suppression of clutter artifact with resulting mean CNR within 1 dB of perfect filtering across a wide array of imaging parameters. SVF was shown to outperform a basic high-pass FIR filter and an alternative PCA-based approach (BSS) when operating on simulated and experimental data. In experimental mouse heart data, SVF demonstrated an average increase of 1.8 dB in CNR, 128% increase in estimated displacement, and over 40% decrease in tracking error in regions of clutter artifact. In conclusion, the SVF technique is a general framework for PCA-based filtering with both basis functions and filtering coefficients determined adaptively from input data. The technique is potentially applicable for a wide array of applications in medical imaging and has been rigorously demonstrated in this paper to provide excellent suppression of artifact and improved motion estimation.
